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AGENDA ITEM DETAILS
Subject:

*Fixed Income Market Update and Program Overview

Background:
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
ERS’ fixed income program is divided into two separate investment portfolios and each is tasked with
distinct purposes:



Rates Portfolio (Rates)– provides a risk reducing, liquidity backstop to the Trust; and,
Credit Portfolio (Credit) – provides return seeking assets capable of monetization without
requiring a buyer.

ERS began this bifurcated structure in 2013. Rates surprised staff with a positive 893 basis point (bps)
return for the year ending March 31, 2020, or a gain of 8.93%. The yield on 10-year Treasuries as of that
date was 67 bps, reducing the portfolio’s future likelihood of achieving similar returns, but recent events
have affirmed the prudence of continuing the strategy.
Extreme market volatility due to the COVID-19 pandemic is altering this information on a daily basis. At
the beginning of calendar 2020, the Rates portfolio represented 17.1% of the total Trust value, compared
to a benchmark target weight of 11.0%. The Rates portfolio was specifically designed for circumstances
such as these and is expected to shrink over subsequent periods in order to fund benefit payments, make
additional capital calls, and rebalance return seeking assets. Over the Last-12-Months (LTM) the
portfolio’s allocations averaged 88% U.S. Treasuries, 10% Government agency Mortgage Backed
Securities1 (MBS), and 2% legacy Commercial Mortgage Backed Securities2 (CMBS). Treasuries
returned +921 bps (9.21%), MBS +716 bps (7.16%), and CMBS returned +480 bps (4.8%). Despite the
Treasury allocation out-performing, the entire rates portfolio under-performed its benchmark3 by 9 bps.
Staff believe this under-performance is temporary, caused by the immediate selling pressure of levered
structured asset holders, and not the result of changes to these agencies’ credit worthiness. The
combination of future relative price movements and additional yield will likely generate an excess return
going forward.
In contrast, Credit in the LTM declined -1033 bps4 (-10.33%), with just the month of March returning -1290
bps (-12.9%). Credit markets are simultaneously assessing the impacts of a global pandemic, economic
shut-down, and unprecedented fiscal and monetary stimulus. Every segment of the credit market
experienced increasing yields despite underlying Treasury yields falling to record lows. While the
Treasury market is extremely deep and liquid, below investment grade credit markets are not, and they
are currently as illiquid as they have been since the Great Financial Crises (GFC). Credit underperformed
its benchmark5 by 339 bps (3.39%) in the LTM (-1033 bps vs. -694 bps). March alone comprised 144 bps
(1.44%) of the under-performance.
The Credit portfolio is comprised of three integrated segments: (1) the Internal High Yield (IHY) portfolio;
(2) an opportunistically allocated collection of individual credit strategies managed externally (External
Credit or Externals); and (3) internally directed Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs). Generally, the
intelligence gleaned from IHY informs staff regarding the other two segments. IHY averaged a 71%
allocation of Credit in the LTM, while Externals averaged 19% and ETF’s averaged 10%. The External
Credit portfolio is currently comprised entirely of draw structured funds similar to those found in private
equity except for a single special situations hedge fund. The external investment strategies in the portfolio
are situations that are either identified as transitory in nature or too resource intensive for the agency to
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manage internally. The ETFs are considered liquid allocation tools and serve various roles within Credit
depending on market, portfolio and investment circumstances. In the most recent calendar quarter, ETFs
were used to add credit exposure.
At the beginning of calendar 2020, the overall Credit portfolio represented 9.6% of total Trust value,
approximately $420 million under-weight its 11.0% target. Staff were not anticipating a sell-off but did not
identify available assets with adequate yields for their perceived risks. Instead the team intentionally
reduced credit exposures and transferred the capital to Rates. Benchmark credit spreads widened from
336 bps to 882 bps in the first quarter and staff could no longer justify remaining under-weight. From the
last week of February till the end of March, ERS purchased over $644 million in new assets across the
three segments. Specifically, we selectively purchased $371 million in individual high yield bonds, had
capital draws for additional $119 million in External Credit, and purchased $154 million in ETFs. The
Credit portfolio ended the quarter at 10.9% of the Trust. Credit is likely to become over-weight in
subsequent periods as the Trust’s private asset portfolios are marked down. Considerable uncertainty
remains, but benchmark spreads widened to +1100 bps in March, and historically such elevated risk
premiums produce high returns.6

Both portfolios are subject to risk budgets in the form of tracking error maximums. Rates has a maximum
three-year tracking error limit of ±100 bps, and Credit tracks at ±300 bps.7 Staff typically manage the
tracking errors of both portfolios to lower targeted levels because of the tendency for tracking error to
compress in non-volatile market environments and expand explosively in subsequent disruptions, as seen
in March.8 Credit’s performance was so volatile in March that there is concern it will begin routinely
violating the risk budget over the next three years. Staff are actively reducing IHY’s forecasted (ex-ante)
tracking error as a result of refinements to the investment process, not to avoid breaching the risk limit.
Because ERS strikes a net asset value for the Trust daily, it records External Credit’s performance when
an investment’s net asset value is reported rather than back-dating it to the period for which it is valued.
This will likely further exacerbate the risk limit issue. In volatile markets it creates an appearance of
tracking error even if none is occurring.
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Rates’, Credit’s and IHY’s rolling LTM actual (ex-post) tracking error is illustrated in the chart below. At the
end of February, IHY had 163 bps of tracking error and Credit tracked at 84 bps. A month later IHY had
431 bps and Credit tracked at 145 bps. Rates’ tracking error increased as well with the dislocation in
mortgage backed securities and commercial mortgage backed securities, but only moved from 17 bps to
23 bps.

FIXED INCOME INVESTMENT TEAM
The fixed income team had two staff departures during the last 12 months. Mr. Richard Inzunza joined the
team in December to direct the External Credit portfolio. Mr. Inzunza brings multiple decades of direct
investment management experience to this role. Prior to ERS, he was the head of Northern Trust’s multibillion high yield fund.
Ms. Leticia Davila, whom frequently presented to the Joint Committee, focused on MBS/CMBS activities
and co-managed the Rates portfolio with Mr. Tom Roberts, departed in the December 2019. A conditional
offer has been accepted by an extremely well qualified candidate to replace Ms. Davila with multiple
decades of managing such assets for a private money manager.
Staff continue to believe in the strategic necessity of focusing resources on internal management. The
fixed income team has an average of 20+ years of professional experience, most of it earned prior to
joining the Agency.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON FIXED INCOME’S STRUCTURE
ERS invests in separate Rates and Credit mandates because the Trust has two identifiable distinct
needs. ERS pays approximately $1.4 billion more in benefits each year than it receives in contributions.
This creates the continued necessity to sell assets covering the difference each month regardless of
market circumstances. Because of this, the Trust needs a liquid buffer of risk reducing assets to avoid the
forced selling of displaced assets when market disruptions occur. Post Great Depression, major asset
dislocations have proved to be buying opportunities but doing so requires either positive net contributions
or liquid assets to use as a source of funds. The Rates portfolio serves as this strategic liquidity buffer.
The other need, addressed by the Credit portfolio, is to achieve a high actuarial return while diversifying
assets to avoid large losses.
The following chart illustrates the magnitude of the buffer required for a hypothetical $28 billion fund with
40% of its assets invested in the S&P 5009 and the rest in cash. It calculates the funds needed to
rebalance to 40% equity for every drawdown period since 1977. These periods were severe enough to
require at least $1 billion 36% of the total amount of time elapsed, at least $2 billion 20% of the time, $3
billion 9% of the time, $4 billion 4% of the time, and $5 billion 1% of the time. The Rates’ targeted
benchmark allocation as of March 31 is approximately $3 billion, and the periods in which at least that
amount is required (12%) is shaded grey.
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Because the Trust is a net benefit payer, during such drawdowns it is assumed an additional $1.4 billion
per year, or approximately $117 million every month in payments is required. When net benefit payments
are also included, the percentage of time various dollar amounts are required is as follows:






≥$1 billion is required 39% of the time;
≥$2 billion is required 26% of the time;
≥$3 billion is required 12% of the time;
≥$4 billion is required 5% of the time; and
≥$5 billion is required 1% of the time.

Prior to 2013, ERS managed one fixed income portfolio that combined both return seeking and risk
reducing assets, but such a structure creates a conflict between the two goals. A dual mandate ensures
that both goals are explicitly separated and managed. The unified approach remains more prevalent but
tends to focus on investment grade credit causing substantial underperformance when relied upon to
dampen volatility.10 Further, investment grade returns are primarily explained by the returns of the
Treasuries from which they are spread, as illustrated in the following chart showing regressions of both
investment grade corporates11 and high yield12 to Treasures13. Historically 71% of investment grade
corporate’s monthly return is explained this way compared to none for high yield (R 2= 0.71 vs. 0.00).14
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Rates Portfolio Review
Prior to March, the previous 12 months were characterized by low volatility in the Treasury market and
range-bound credit spreads; however the COVID-19 virus pandemic and its economic impact quickly
changed everything. The implied volatility on the 10-year Treasury note (the 10-Year), which averaged
4.48% for all of 2019, increased to as high as 16.19% and averaged 10.15% in March 2020.15 The
liquidity and low volatility of Treasury markets were tested as the global pandemic and uncertainty caused
many investors to simultaneously sell Treasuries to meet redemptions and make margin calls while others
rushed for their safety. At one point the yield on the 10-Year was more than 100 bps below its 50-day
moving average.
The sudden shift inflated Treasury dealers’ balance sheets and impacted their ability to make narrow
spreads between the bid and the asked price on the same security. Primary and regional dealers stepped
back, and trading volumes dropped. Dealers that typically quote Treasuries sized in tens of millions of
dollars were showing million dollar or less increments. Investors with interest in over $10 million dollars
faced materially wider bid/ask spreads. This ultimately allowed the dealers to shrink their risk but made
trading noticeably more expensive for investors.
Under normal market conditions, the most recently issued Treasury of a particular tenor, known as the onthe-run securities have a bid/ask price spread of ¼ - ½ of one 32nd of a point, and more seasoned issues,
known as off-the-run, have spreads of 2-7 32nds. Looking at two securities that mature in 8-9 years as an
example, on-the-run spreads widened as much as 15 32nds, almost half a point. Similarly, off-the-run
spreads widened to 90 32nds, or almost 3 points.
The Federal Reserve launched its Treasury purchase program in mid-March, pledging to buy an unlimited
number of treasuries and mortgage backed securities for as long as necessary. The program began with
$75 billion in Treasury per day, meaning they purchased the entire amount held by all Treasury primary
dealers in four days and double the amount in just eight days.16 By the end of March, the Fed had
expanded its balance sheet to $5.2 trillion, approximately $1.1 trillion larger, at the fastest pace ever. The
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Fed has stated that it will continue to buy “in amounts needed to support the smooth functioning of
markets for Treasury securities and agency MBS.”17
The dislocation was pervasive across fixed income asset classes, also impacting Treasury Bill (T-Bills)
and money markets. T-Bill yields moved into negative territory as the Federal Funds rate target dropped
to 0.00% - 0.25%. On March 23, Fitch Ratings revised its sector outlook for U.S. prime money market
funds to negative from stable, reflecting heightened redemptions and reduced liquidity in short-term
markets, which further pressured these funds liquidity management capabilities. U.S. prime institutional
funds must maintain weekly liquidity buffers above 30% or regulations allow fund boards to impose
liquidity fees and/or redemption gates. A breach of the 30% threshold is expected to create accelerated
outflows as investors may attempt to redeem ahead of a potential imposition.
ERS utilizes government money market funds, instead of prime ones. A government fund must invest at
least 99.5% of total assets in cash, U.S. government securities and/or repurchase agreements that are
fully collateralized. Prime funds can invest in all of those but may also invest in commercial paper,
certificates of deposit, corporate notes, and other private instruments from domestic and foreign issues.
Under normal conditions, both are among the lowest-volatility types of investments, but investors quickly
moved from prime to government funds to avoid the additional credit risk. This is illustrated in the
following chart which compares the relative net asset value of prime money market funds (WMMFAMNA
Index18) with Government funds (WMMFAMAC Index19).

All Government Sponsored Enterprise (GSE or Agency) MBS have the issuers’ guarantee of timely
payment of principal and interest. Ginnie Mae is also explicitly guaranteed by the federal government, and
the other GSEs have the Treasury’s implicit guarantee. As such, Agency MBS are considered safe from
default risk as well as liquid, and thus are easily financed to provide levered returns. Agency MBS had
positive total returns but were noticeably lower than is typical compared to Treasuries. The returns of both
asset types are closely correlated as is illustrated in the following chart comparing the total returns of the
intermediate Treasury index (LT08TRUU Index) against MBS (LUMSTRUU Index20). They diverged
unusually in March before beginning to normalize once the Fed provided more details of its efforts to
combat the financial impact of the pandemic. At this time the Fed’s MBS purchase program remains
open-ended.
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The Trust’s MBS holdings returned 110 bps (1.1%) in March compared to 106 bps (1.06%) for the MBS
index, approximately half of the return of Treasury holding’s 215 bps (2.15%). The legacy CMBS portfolio
is seasoned and low risk, but still declined 149 bps (1.49%) as investors either needed liquidity or grew
concerned with the loans tied to these securities21. That the Trust’s CMBS declined in a generalized
market sell-off was expected, but staff does not consider these investments permanently impaired. They
comprise approximately 2% of the Rates portfolio and approximately half are Agency backed. The
remaining non-agency holdings have a weighted average loan to value of 58%, have a 30+ delinquency
rate of 0.0%, and over 15% of the underlying loans are balanced by fully supporting collateral. They also
currently have approximately 75% of interest rate risk (relative duration) of the Rates’ benchmark.
Internal High Yield Portfolio Review
ERS began the IHY portfolio in 2013 following an extended period of building infrastructure, and
completed filling out the investment team over a year ago. The team is currently fully staffed and is
organized with a lead portfolio manager, a co-portfolio manager, a junior portfolio manager and risk
specialist and 3 analysts. All members are expected to contribute investment ideas with the lead portfolio
manager operating as a generalist, while the other team members each have specific industry coverage
assignments. The process is grounded in bottom-up research influenced by top-down views of overall
valuation and the climate for credit risk. The team conducts its own trading, as the high yield market
trades over-the-counter, and best practice execution requires a keen sense of available inventory,
liquidity, market color, and access to an array of potential counterparties. While the co-portfolio manager
is the primary trading specialist, the team has depth in its trading capability. The team also has access to
an online trading platform as an additional source of liquidity.
The last 12 months began with a period of steady recovery from the sell-off of late 2018 and ended with
one of the fastest and most severe sell-offs in high yield market history, as shown in the following chart of
the yield-to-worst for Credit’s benchmark. Overall index yields declined to a low of 4.98% with the higher
credit quality portions trading at substantially lower yields before suddenly re-setting higher.
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Bloomberg Barclays U.S. 2% Capped Corporate High Yield Index Yield-to-Worst
March 31, 2019 – March 31, 2020

As shown below, double-B rated bonds22 also rallied through 2019, reaching a low of 3.5% in early 2020
before the historic reversal that began in late February.
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Double-B Rated Corporate High Yield Index Yield-to-Worst
March 31, 2019 – March 31, 2020

In addition to the opportunity for yield steadily retreating during 2019, the incremental return for risk taking
compressed before re-setting higher in 2020. Some of the reduction in available yield was due to falling
risk-free rates but incremental yields for accepting credit risk were also compressing. Below is the optionadjusted credit spread over comparable maturity Treasuries of Credit’s benchmark.
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Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Triple-C Rated Corporate High Yield Index Option Adjusted Spread
March 31, 2019 – March 31, 2020

While credit valuations had stretched, underlying fundamentals remained constructive. Staff’s previous
view of macro-economic conditions called for improved growth in 2020. The US Federal Reserve ceased
raising rates after December 2018 and began a reversal with a rate cut in July of 2019. Operating with a
lag, staff expected growth to pick-up some in 2020 to levels commensurate with favorable credit
fundamentals and for recession risks to recede.
Based on the perception of stretched valuations combined with a low near-term likelihood of recession,
staff adopted a moderately paced re-balancing downward of the credit allocation. IHY chose to retain
some higher yielding assets, preferring to see those positions reduced or exited over time in the normal
course of business, while capturing additional return during that process as the allocation shrunk. The
global pandemic’s resulting collapse in economic activity, in combination with the simultaneous oil price
war drove a dislocation and repricing of the high yield market. The following chart puts historical context
to the benchmark spread. Spreads reached levels not seen since the GFC and easily exceeded +2
standard deviations above its post-crises average of 4.97%. The speed of the sell-off stands-out in stark
contrast to more gradual spread widening periods.
Within the high-yield market, even greater extremes have been realized for the lowest credit quality tier as
expressed by triple-C rated bonds. They too are at extremes not seen since the financial crisis and have
reached yields of near 20%. This change is illustrated in the following chart along with the higher rated
issues that comprise the high yield index.
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Bloomberg Barclays U.S. 2% Capped Corporate High Yield Index Yield to Worst
March 31, 2019 – March 31, 2020

The impact on high yield issuers from the suddenness and steepness of the current economic
environment is severe, albeit potentially short-lived. Recessions can lead to wide-spread realized credit
losses. Those losses are often most severe for the lowest rated securities. Issuers have been attempting
to raise liquidity, cut costs, secure supply lines and protect their employees, as has ERS. Access to new
liquidity has also become challenging and costly.
Results within the specific IHY portfolio have been challenged as a result. For the 12 months ended
March 31, IHY’s total loss of -1291 bps (-12.91%) under-performed its assigned benchmark by -597 bps (5.97%). The largest source of under-performance versus benchmark was caused by investments in the
energy & materials sectors, accounting for approximately 87% of the deficiency. The energy sector’s
under-performance was magnified by the reduction in the size of the IHY portfolio as a result of the effort
to shrink the credit allocation. Because the energy investments were disproportionately among the higher
yielding investments retained in the portfolio they were allowed to run off gradually in the regular course
of business. The portfolio averaged a 12% over-weight to energy in this time period as a result.
IHY’s single largest energy investment repaid in December as part of the run-off process and three other
material reductions were in process at the time the pandemic emerged. Those processes abruptly ended
for the time being. As such, energy assets were harmed and severely re-priced downward in ordinary
mark-to-mark activity primarily in late February and March.
Staff have been using the abrupt and severe market dislocation to opportunistically redeploy capital and
lessen IHY’s underweight positions. The approach has been gradual, not seeking to call the bottom on
any particular day or week and to do so in line with opportunities in the market. The average dollar price
of the high yield index was $102.73 on December 31, 2019, and the weighted average dollar price of
investments added during March, 2020 was $94.10. Staff used the added capital to de-risk the portfolio
by targeting higher quality issuers that were trading at too low a yield and increasing diversification. Such
higher quality issues frequently had yields in the 3% range as recently as January. The double-B portion
of the high-yield market widened to a yield of 9.46% on March 23rd. Staff emphasis is on the double-B
portion given its higher credit quality and the current highly uncertain economic situation.
Diversification is further aided by raising the portfolio’s issuer count (reducing average position size) and
by reducing the existing energy overweight, which was accentuated by the earlier reduction in the size of
the fund and retention of higher yielding investments. The following chart shows IHY’s upswing in
diversification.
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Staff continues to adjust its process and tools to adapt to market conditions and team strengths. A new
risk system developed by Bloomberg is being rolled-out as well as training on its implementation which
should enhance the team’s ability to analyze portfolio positioning.
While the market has sold-off dramatically, and the economy appears to be in steep recession, it is
important to look forward to what new circumstances are potentially emerging. As currently priced, any
combination of delayed or lower defaults rates and loss severities will result in attractive returns for the
Trust. Historically, just as in equities, these are the periods in-which the highest returns are earned. Staff
cannot be certain of the ultimate depth and duration of the current downturn, but it is important to position
accordingly to capture developing market opportunities.
External Credit Portfolio Review
As of March 31, 2020, approximately 21% of the Credit portfolio is managed by external advisors. This
Externals portfolio is opportunistically driven and intended to be complementary to the internally managed
portfolios. The purpose of the external portfolio is to benefit from investments where ERS does not have a
competitive internal advantage, either because the agency does not have enough scale or the opportunity
is transitory in nature. Investment strategies are chosen to earn attractive risk adjusted returns and
minimize expected correlation with internally managed portfolios. There is no targeted percentage of
externally managed assets. The actual allocation is based on the relative value of opportunities available
to both the internally and externally managed portfolios. ERS gains an ancillary benefit from this structure
since market intelligence gained by both internally and externally managed portfolios can be shared for
the benefit of both.
External portfolio investments are made in the following broad asset classes: structured credit; distressed
and special situations; direct lending, real estate, and other idiosyncratic strategies. Investments in the
external portfolio tend to be higher risk and less illiquid, which is a consideration for both the needs of the
Trust and the appropriate return expectations. Less liquid investments regardless of strategy should
require higher expected returns than investments in public markets.
ERS currently has investments in nine external strategies that are managed by eight unrelated managers.
The table below shows the commitments, drawn capital and returns of the strategies in the portfolio as of
March 31, 2020.
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NAME

Commitment

Drawn

Strategy

LTM

ITD
(Inceptio
n
To Date)

ITD

Return

IRR

$ Gain

BCA

$150mm $105mm Special Situations HF

+219 bps

+547 bps +$40.6mm

BDC

$100mm $75mm Public BDC

-4782 bps +500 bps +$11.3mm

BPCP

$75mm $40mm Middle Mkt Origination

+1473 bps +1272 bps +$4.7mm

BSP

$75mm $64mm Middle Mkt Distress

+184 bps

+744 bps

+$6.5mm

CLO

$250mm $200mm CLO Mezzanine & Equity

-412 bps

+641 bps

+35.5mm

CLOW

$150mm $108mm CLO Equity & Warehouse

+195 bps

+680 bps

+$1.7mm

+576 bps +$10.8mm

GOF

$50mm $36mm Opportunistic Distress

+915 bps

GOF II

$75mm $32mm Opportunistic Distress

+488 bps +4783 bps

+$366m

VWH

$50mm $12mm Residential NPL

+760 bps

+$743m

+713 bps

Commitment, Drawn and Last Twelve Months Return are 3/31/20
IRR and Gain are 12/31/19
More than half of the current External Credit investments report quarterly, and the data is received by
ERS 45 to 90 days after the end of the performance period. As noted earlier, there is a timing mismatch
relative to the rest of the Credit portfolio that reports on a daily basis and creates the appearance of
significant tracking error in volatile markets in excess of the actual value. In periods of normal volatility
there is not a significant impact.
The exception to the lagged performance is BDC, which began trading publicly in November 2018. The
Trust initially invested in a private business development company, which subsequently went public. The
large negative performance is based on the decline in the publicly traded equity price. Volatility generated
by trading activity is much greater than that of the underlying assets. The loan portfolio held by BDC had
a Net Asset Value (NAV) of $19.72 per share at the end of 2019. The BDC’s public equity typically trades
at a small discount or premium to this NAV, but as of March 31, 2020, the equity traded at a 53% discount
as a result of the pandemic market disruption. The portfolio will be repriced but has not suffered long-term
impairment. The BDC is supporting its portfolio companies and is working with its banks to provide
liquidity. It will execute a rights offering to ensure sufficient capital is available and to enable growth once
the impact of pandemic passes. The valuation is expected to recover as the economy regains some
normalcy.
Staff are in regular contact with all its external managers to monitor investments. Although the current
period is one of significant volatility, externally managed assets are performing within expectations given
the situation. However, the formal annual due diligence process is behind schedule due to two factors.
First, the external credit portfolio manager position was vacant during the time period in which LPAC
meetings are commonly held. Second, the impact of the coronavirus has suspended all travel. Diligence
meetings will be back on schedule as soon as practicable. Staff will continue to evaluate new investment
opportunities that may add value to Trust assets.
Credit ETF Review
Staff actively use passive credit-based ETFs as a liquid method of managing credit exposure. High yield
credit has relatively wide bid/ask spreads in the best of times and often inexplicable ones in periods of
stress. Individual bond and loan issues are created in limited amounts at specific times, making fully
passive replication of indexes difficult, and the addition of transaction costs and management fees
ensures negative excess performance for full replication. However, ETFs offer liquidity advantages that
make them useful tools for portfolio management. ERS first invested in credit ETFs in 2012 when we
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lacked adequate internal capabilities to invest in high yield, and the agency continues to use them in
tandem with its IHY and external credits.
In December 2016 staff recognized an opportunity to create an ETF that mirrored the exposure to the
largest high yield options available at significantly lower costs. That ETF’s fee advantage has
subsequently increased to -34 bps (15 bps vs. 49 bps), and its market capitalization is up to $3 billion as
of March 31, 2020. The Trust subsequently liquidated most its exposure to fund other credit investments.
In January 2017 the Trust seeded two additional credit ETFs that it thought would be effective liquid tools
for tilting aggressively or defensively in the high yield market. They have not yet attracted many additional
investors but have accomplished their investment objectives for ERS. Although the Trust remains the
majority owner of both, if a liquid market for them does not develop by the time the Trust needs to
redeploy its capital it will redeem both positions in-kind and use the bonds distributed back to it to create
shares in an existing liquid ETF. This is an intentional design feature.
As mentioned earlier, the recent market dislocation provided an opportunity for the Trust to cover its
under-weight to the sector at significantly higher yields. The elevated levels of implied volatility in ETF
options allowed the Trust the opportunity to do so at lower cost, and, for the first time since December
2018, staff used put options, which provide the holder the option of “putting” or selling the specified
shares at a specified price by a specified time, to add exposure. In total, the Trust collected $3.3 million in
premiums, mostly on close to at-the-money puts, which means the strike price on the puts was
approximately the same level as the current price of the security. Implied volatilities that were largely
unthinkable in February were widely available in March.
The Trust’s credit ETF holdings through time is illustrated in the following chart showing the exposure
added in March.
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PROGRAM OUTLOOK
Staff continue to believe the dual mandate structure is advantageous to the Trust. It serves both distinct
risk reduction and return generation needs while simultaneously allowing greater operational flexibility
without imposing conflicting goals. The result is greater liquidity and risk control, which allows the Trust to
pursue higher expected returns from other assets.
The recent disappointing relative return of the program has resulted in different action plans for both
portfolios. Rates remained liquid and is expected to recover a positive excess return, so no material
changes to its investment practices are planned at this time. Staff expect further refinements as markets
evolve and attempts to improve. The addition of new seasoned professionals often adds perspective and
should accelerate this process.
Similarly, External Credit has new, more experienced direction, and staff think it will generate an attractive
excess return following difficult first quarter marks. Staff plan to continue targeting select opportunities
that are either transient or require scale in excess of the agency’s resources. The process requires both
fully formed entry and monetization plans while limiting mandates a specific strategy without overly
limiting the manager’s ability to execute.
As noted above, staff are reducing active risk in IHY as it continues to refine its investment process. The
investment team has multiple decades of experience navigating large market dislocations. The team
understands that every market correction is unique, but they typically share a rhyme scheme. At this time,
a sudden return to a positive excess return likely requires a directional change in select industries, but
absent that the focus is to diversify away from higher concentrations of risk. The overall strategy remains
to invest in individual assets that are thought likely to become less risky with the passage of time.
In general, assets added or held in Credit are thought to offer compelling return opportunities under all but
depression type scenarios. While there is no certainty that such a scenario won’t happen, the key is
likelihood compared to current asset prices/yields. Staff believe robust fiscal and monetary stimulus
combined with a finite period of economic shutdown make credit assets attractive and justify a benchmark
or higher weighting.
Staff have reviewed the program investment policies and recommends no changes at this time.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
The agenda item is for information and discussion purposes only. No action is required.
Notes:
1 Issuers such as Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and Ginnie Mae
2 Comprised of securities issued by the same agencies as MBS but also holds non-agency CMBS
securities remaining from the portfolio prior to Rates’ creation.
3 Rates’ benchmark is the Bloomberg Barclays Intermediate U.S. Treasury Total Return Index or
LT08TRUU Index on the Bloomberg Terminal
4 External Credit has at this time not yet had its March performance recorded, which is doubtlessly lower.
5 Credit’s benchmark is the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. High Yield, 2% Capped, Cash-Pay, Corporate Total
Return Index or LF89TRUU Index on the Bloomberg Terminal
6 The median 12-month return of the Credit Suisse U.S. High Yield index at 900 bps of spread is +3000
bps using results from January 31, 1986 through March 20, 2020, Bain Capital Credit Market Update,
April 3, 2020, p.15.
7 Chapter V, section B, of ERS’ Investment Policy. Tracking Error is the standard deviation of excess
returns to the benchmark. There are two forms, ex-post which is what is historically observed, and exante which is what models estimate the future tracking error to be given ex-post relationships.
8 For context, the combined portion IHY and ETF portion of Credit had an ex-ante 1-year tracking error
estimate of 41 bps as of the end of February 2020 according to Bloomberg PORT.
9 SPX Index on the Bloomberg Terminal
10 Fourth quarter 2008 and March 2020 being perfect examples.
11 Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Total Return Index or LUACTRUU Index on the
Bloomberg Terminal
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Barclays U.S. High Yield, 2% Capped, Cash-Pay, Corporate Total Return Index or
LF89TRUU Index on the Bloomberg Terminal
13 Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Treasury Total Return Index or LUATTRUU Index on the Bloomberg Terminal
14 March Treasuries returned +289 bps vs. investment grade corporates -709 bps, and high yield lost 1146 bps. Any combination of high yield and at least 30% Treasuries have outperformed investment
grade corporates.
15 CBOE 10-year U.S. Treasury Note Volatility index, or TYVIX Index on the Bloomberg Terminal.
16 New York Federal Reserve
17 Federal Reserve press release, March 23, 2020.
18 ICI All Money Market Funds Prime Total Net Assets
19 ICI All Money Market Funds Government Total Net Assets
20 Bloomberg Barclays U.S. MBS Total Return Index or LUMSTRUU Index on the Bloomberg Terminal
21 By comparison the Bloomberg Barclays CMBS Total Return index declined -313 bps
22 Bloomberg Barclays U.S. High Yield Ba Rated Corporate Total Return Index or BCBATRUU Index on
the Bloomberg Terminals
*ERS is accredited by the State Pension Review Board (PRB) as a Minimum Educational Training (MET)
sponsor for Texas public retirement systems. This accreditation does not constitute an endorsement by
the PRB as to the quality of our MET program. This agenda item may be considered in-house training
provided by ERS to board trustees and the system administrator for purposes of fulfilling the MET
program requirements. ERS is an accredited sponsor of MET for its system administrator and trustees for
continuing education.
ATTACHMENTS:
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